Microneurorrhaphy of the mentonian nerve during the removal of a giant odontoma
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ABSTRACT

The aim of this article is to describe a surgical technique of option in the treatment of large tumors in jaw whose risk of accidental rupture of the mental nerve presents increased by the report of a patient with mandibular giant case of odontoma. The option for intraoral access, intentional sectioning of the mentonian nerve, followed by resection of the tumor and the installation of fixation material, which in turn was followed by microneurorrhaphy. A surgical microscope was used to perform microneurorrhaphy of the mentonian nerve with Nylon 8-0 wire. The evolution of the patient was satisfactory, with no complaints or complications. A mechanical assessment for torque and pressure was conducted using wire with a diameter of 1.0mm and 2.5mm, respectively. The sensitivity of the patient’s lower lip returned to normal within 120 days of the surgery. Significant enucleations or resections in the mandible involves a great risk of accidental nervous rupture, with permanent sequelae. In these cases, the intentional section of the mentonian nerve, followed by microneurorrhaphy, is a viable option, particularly in young patients. The results of this procedure tend to be more predictable than accidental nervous ruptures.

microneurorrafia do nervo mentoniano com fio Nylon 8-0. A evolução do paciente foi satisfatória, sem queixas ou complicações. Uma avaliação mecânica para torque e pressão foi realizada usando fio com um diâmetro de 1,0 mm e 2,5 mm, respectivamente. A sensibilidade do lábio inferior do paciente voltou ao normal dentro dos 120 dias da cirurgia. Enucleações significativas ou ressecções na mandíbula envolvem um grande risco de ruptura nervosa acidental, com sequelas permanentes. Nestes casos, a seção intencional do nervo mentoniano, seguida de microneurorrafia, é uma opção viável, particularmente em pacientes jovens. Os resultados deste procedimento tendem a ser mais previsíveis do que as rupturas nervosas accidentais.


INTRODUCTION

According to the World Health Organization, odontomas are benign, mixed, odontogenic tumors, which are composed of mineralized dental tissue that can be epithelial or mesenchymal [1]. According to the literature, they are very common, representing approximately 22% of all odontogenic tumors [2]. This anomaly appears as a result of early disorders that affect the tooth germ. It has been accepted that an odontoma is more closely linked to a hamartomatous malformation than a neoplasia [1].

Odontomas are usually asymptomatic and are almost always discovered during routine radiographs or radiographs to determine the reason for a failed tooth eruption [3,4]. Occasionally, signs and symptoms appear as a result of their presence. In general, these include the retention of deciduous teeth, the non-eruption of permanent teeth, pain, the expansion of the cortical bone and dental displacement [5]. Odontomas are relatively small and rarely exceed the size of a tooth. Consequently, most odontomas are asymptomatic and are only detected in routine panoramic radiographs [6]. However, large odontomas can measure up to 6 cm or more and cause maxillary expansion, although reports of these are scarce in the literature [7].

The treatment of odontomas involves their surgical removal, which generally leads to a favorable prognosis. Recurring cases are rare, and bone repair is relatively easy to perform [4]. Small and medium-sized odontomas can usually be removed without great difficulty, depending on their proximity to adjacent structures. However, access to large odontomas can be problematic, particularly in cases involving thick or dense bone [8] that is close to important structures.

Damage to the lower alveolar nerve can occur during the surgical removal of tumors, if the pathological process is located in the path of the nerve [9]. Patients who experience these nervous injuries often complain of sensory disorders that affect their speech, chewing abilities, swallowing and social interaction [10].

One method of correcting nervous damage is through microneurorrhaphy, which involves the careful passage of three independent sutures with micro-instruments, which are used in the epineurium of the sectioned-instruments of the nerve, promoting the tension-free approximation of stumps [11]. Sensory recovery is dependent on several factors, including the extent of the injury, the quality of axonal growth, the orientation of nerve growth and the reorganization process of the cerebral cortex [8].

The aim of this study was to present an atypical clinical case of a complex odontoma, with extensive involvement of the mandibular body, which was removed through intraoral access, in association with neurorrhaphy of the mentonian nerve.

CASE REPORT

A 14-year old female patient was sent to the Oral and Maxillofacial Surgery Department for an assessment of a jaw injury. Her medical history confirmed a previous hospital stay due to an odontogenic infection. During this period, radiographic examinations were requested and an extensive injury was found on the left mandibular body. In the physical examination, it was possible to confirm a discreet increase in volume in the region of the left mandibular body, with a clear bulging of the cortical bone on palpation, as well as intact mucosa, with a normal coloration.

The image examinations confirmed a well-defined radiopaque image in the region of the left mandibular body, without signs of infiltration in the adjacent bone, associated with an impacted molar (figure 1). Based on the clinical and radiographic results, an initial diagnosis of complex odontoma was made.

The surgical planning involved intraoral access, section of the mentonian nerve (to enable the installation of the reconstruction plate) and the removal of the injury through neurorrhaphy of the nerve. Initially, the patient was prototyped to model the reconstruction plate while...
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Figure 1. Panoramic radiography and cone beam tomography, respectively. Note the extensive injury in the left mandibular body, associated with the impacted tooth, and the relationship of the tooth with the foundation of the mandible and the mandibular canal.

Figure 2. Dissection of the mentonian nerve (intentional section) to enable the intraoral installation of the reconstruction plate.

Figure 3. Trans-surgical appearance after the complete removal of the injury.

reducing the surgical time. The procedure was carried out under general anesthetic, starting with an incision in the vestibular mucosa, which extended from the left ramus to the parasymphysis on the right side, followed by displacement, isolation of the mentonian nerve and sectioning. The vestibular cortex in the body of the mandible and the injury were removed (figure 2). Subsequently, the reconstruction plate (2.4 locking) was installed to prevent pathological fractures. A surgical microscope was used to perform microneurorrhaphy of the mentonian nerve with Nylon 8-0 wire (Ethicon®, São Paulo, Brazil) (figure 3). Finally, the operative wound was sutured using Vicryl 3-0 wire (Ethicon®, São Paulo, Brazil).

The evolution of the patient was satisfactory, with no complaints or complications. A mechanical assessment for torque and pressure was conducted using wire with a diameter of 1.0mm and 2.5mm, respectively. The sensitivity of the patient’s lower lip returned to normal within 120 days of the surgery.

DISCUSSION

Odontomas are the most common form of odontogenic tumors, representing 22% of all recorded cases [2]. They are classified as mixed as they develop from the epithelium and the odontogenic ectomesenchyme [5].
Depending on their characteristics, odontomas can be classified as complex or compound. Compound odontomas are formed by multiple calcified structures, similar to rudimentary or miniature teeth. Complex odontomas involve an amorphous mass of mineralized tissue, with no anatomical similarities to teeth. [2]

Regardless of the sub-type, most cases involving this type of tumor occur before the third decade of an individual’s life, and the most common form is the complex odontoma in the posterior region of the mandible [12]. The present study corroborates these results, given that the patient was 14 years old and the tumor was located in the mandibular body, while there was also an impacted tooth in the vicinity of the complex odontoma. This relationship with impacted teeth was also demonstrated in a retrospective study by Seo-Young Na [13] in which 61.6% of the 73 cases of odontoma studied involved the impaction of adjacent permanent teeth.

This type of odontogenic tumor is usually asymptomatic [5]. However, in the case report presented herein, the patient exhibited diffuse edema in the left submandibular and sub-mentonian spaces, associated with trismus. These symptoms may have been caused by the odontogenic infection of the tumor by dental element 35, which was extensively decayed. Perumal et al. [14] reported a similar case of extensive mandibular odontoma with similar symptoms, as well as facial asymmetry, cellulite and extraoral exposure.

Large complex odontoma of the mandible are rare, but they can be removed through intra- or extraoral access, or through exposure via buccal, lingual or sagittal osteotomy [5] Adequate surgical exposure is required in order to perform the resection and reconstruction of pathological injuries [15]. Extraoral access to the posterior region of the mandible can damage the branches of facial nerves and cause scarring [5]. The greatest disadvantage of an intraoral approach is the reduced access and visibility, although it does reduce scarring and avoid facial nerve injuries [10]. Therefore, we opted for intraoral access, in association with the intentional transection of the ipsilateral mentonian nerve, in an attempt to establish a predictable prognosis, when compared with the accidental rupture of the nerve. When this happens during the removal of a tumor or the placement of fixation material, it can hinder the treatment, due to the fact that nerve sectioning may occur in an unfavourable location, or the irregular disruption of nerve fibers may take place, thereby worsening the prognosis. In younger patients (the patient analyzed herein was only 14), nervous recovery tends to be fast, with a favorable prognosis.

In order to avoid facial scarring and preserve both the facial structure and the mandibular function, Lehman et al. [16] performed conservative intraoral enucleation on a seven year old child who had a giant odontoma in the mandible. Unlike the case presented herein, these authors confirmed that the patient exhibited adequate remaining lingual bone. A similar case was described by Perumal et al. [14], who reported the successful intraoral treatment of an odontoma of a similar size and justified the absence
of fixation material in the patient’s infection, despite the relatively small amount of bone remaining.

After the removal of an intra-osseous pathology, the resulting increase in mandibular frailty, as well as the risk of pathological fracture, has led several authors to use a maxillo-mandibular block for a period of four weeks [5]. Others prefer load-bearing fixation using a reconstruction plate with at least three screws on each side of the bone defect [15]. When seeking to minimize the risk of fracture and discomfort caused by the maxillo-mandibular block, the treatment of choice in the abovementioned case involved the use of a reconstruction plate.

Nerve trauma is a common pathology. Since 1873, when neurorraphy was first introduced by Hueter, great advances have been achieved in the repair of this type of injury [17].

End-to-end neurorraphy is a technique that involves the careful passage of three independent sutures through the epineurium of the sectioned nerve ends using micro-instruments, promoting the tension-free approximation of stumps [18]. In a study by Bagheri [10], the epineurium of the injured lingual nerves was sealed with monofilament wire (8-0 or 10-0), similar to the current study, in which Nylon 8-0 (Ethicon, São Paulo, Brazil) was used in the neurorraphy of the mentonian nerve, after the removal of the odontogenic tumor. The microsutures are distributed circumferentially, beginning in the 12 o clock position. This is followed by further sutures four and eight hours later [19]. Flaws of less than 1 cm can be corrected in this manner [20]. Immediate repair through microrrhaphy is recommended when a nervous transection (neurotmesis) is observed [19]. This occurred intentionally in the present case report and was followed by transection of the mentonian nerve, which facilitated the intraoral removal of the tumor and the insertion of the fixation material.

Studies with animals have confirmed that nerve cells can regenerate and reestablish functional bonds with distal nerves after microneurosurgery [9]. Zuninga et al. [21] analyzed a group of five rats that were submitted to the bilateral intentional section of mental nerves. After 28 days of microneurosurgery, the recovery of sensitivity in the regions innervated by these nerves was satisfactory. Although the literature concerning the repair of the lower alveolar nerve is limited, a number of recent studies have shown that patients respond well to surgical treatment [10].

A study conducted by Pogrel [22] reported that more than 50% of patients that were submitted to microneurosurgery of the lower alveolar nerve and the lingual nerve (traumatized during extractions of third lower molars) experienced a sensory improvement after the operation. Lam et al. [23] reported that more than 55% of the patients treated for the surgical repair of the lower alveolar nerve responded positively (good to excellent) in the post-operative period.

Bagheri et al. [10] analyzed a group of 167 patients who were submitted to the microsurgical repair of the lower alveolar nerve after trauma caused by the extraction of impacted teeth from the mandible. The authors found that 81.7% of the participants reported a satisfactory improvement in their neurosensory function within 12 months of the operation. In another study, Leung et al. [24] performed microneurosurgery on moderate and severe injuries of the lower alveolar and lingual nerves, and obtained a 100% success rate for sensory recovery within six months of the procedure.

The patient from the case presented herein is currently in the advanced stage of the resolution of postoperative paresthesia, similar to an earlier study [19], in which the inferior alveolar nerve, with complete transection after osteotomies of the mandible, exhibited excellent results one year after being repaired by neurorrhaphy.

CONCLUSION

In conclusion, although the treatment of odontomas generally leads to a satisfactory prognosis, extensive injuries can be a challenge for oral and maxillofacial surgeons. Significant enucleations or resections in the mandible, followed by the intraoral installation of reconstruction plates often involves a great risk of accidental nervous rupture, with permanent sequelae. In these cases, the intentional section of the mentonian nerve, followed by microneurosurgery, is a viable option, particularly in young patients. The results of this procedure tend to be more predictable than accidental nervous ruptures.
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